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1.0 BACKGROUND
On the morning of September 20, 2016, a 12-year-old girl was assaulted while walking to
school on the path that connects Cahill Park and Arcata Elementary School. Later that month and
into October, numerous community- and City-hosted meetings were held to address concerns
about safety along the footpath where the attack occurred and throughout Arcata. With
overwhelming community support, a coalition of residents petitioned the City Council to create a
Public Safety Committee that would serve to link the City, Police, and community members in
this effort. What began as a parent-driven effort to improve safety along one public path had
quickly blossomed into a City-wide partnership to identify public safety priorities and solutions.
Based on the recommendation of staff,1 on December 7, 2016, City Council unanimously
authorized the creation of a temporary Public Safety Task Force (PSTF), whose specific purpose
would be to “enhance public safety in the community and make recommendations to the Council
on the formation of a Public Safety Committee.”2
On December 21, 2016, Council appointed seven members of what became a diverse twelvemember Task Force and appointed the remaining five members on January 18, 2017. To ensure
broad participation, Council appointed residents from each of Arcata’s neighborhoods, HSU staff
and students, and representatives from local service organizations, K-12 schools, and businesses.
Council appointed Chief of Police, Tom Chapman, as the City Liaison.
The PSTF was scheduled to meet twelve times, on the fourth Wednesday of each month,
commencing with its first meeting on January 25, 2017 and sunsetting on December 6, 2017.
However, due to scheduling complications, the twelfth and final meeting of the Task Force took
place on January 3, 2018. Over the course of 2017, Task Force members met with a cross-section
of community representatives including3:
§
§
§
§

City of Arcata: City Council, City Manager, City staff, APD Chief of Police and staff
HSU: administrators, students, staff, microagressions trainers, and Chief of Police
Humboldt County: District Supervisor, Chief Probation Officer, Department of Health and
Human Services staff, Arcata School District Superintendent, Board members and staff
Arcata Community: Director and Board members of Arcata Chamber of Commerce and
Arcata Main Street, community organizations, business owners, residents, and visitors

Given the complexity and scale of public safety issues facing Arcata and lacking a
preexisting committee infrastructure, Task Force members initially struggled to set clear
priorities and realized some aspects of their scope of work4 were unrealistic. With the aid of a
meeting facilitator, the PSTF drafted a Charter5 that established shared expectations of work to
be accomplished. Despite such challenges, the PSTF laid the groundwork for a city-wide safety
partnership, as well as collected and analyzed substantial data in the process of identifying public
safety priorities and solutions.

1

On November 16, 2016, Council directed staff to evaluate the formation of a City committee or task force dedicated to public safety.
December 7, 2016, City Council Agenda, pp. 3.
3
A complete list of meetings and work accomplished can be found in Appendix 10.1 and 10.2 of this report.
4
The PSTF Scope of Work is reproduced in its entirety in Appendix 10.3 of this report.
5
The PSTF Charter is reproduced in its entirety in Appendix 10.4 of this report.
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2.0 OVERVIEW
We, the Public Safety Task Force (PSTF), prepared this report for the City Council to utilize
when setting its annual goals and deciding on priorities to address Arcata’s most pressing public
safety issues. In drafting this report, we took into consideration our many meetings and
conversations with County, District and City staff, police, and stakeholders–the community
organizers, business owners, and residents whose lives are deeply impacted by the concerns they
have shared with us. After careful deliberation, we resolved on numerous policy
recommendations and specific measures that Council and City staff should evaluate for their
effectiveness and feasibility. Due to the urgency of many recommendations, we encourage
Council to implement any and all measures determined to be useful as soon as possible.
We researched and prepared this document according to the Scope of Work6 set out by City
Council, which instructed that we:
1. Provide a forum for community members to share concerns on public safety issues.
2. Evaluate, encourage and facilitate resident- and business-driven efforts to reduce crime and
promote safe neighborhoods.
3. Foster a community safety partnership between the City, Police, local businesses and
organizations, K-12 schools, Humboldt State University, and Arcata residents.
4. Recommend actions the City and its partners can take to increase public safety and build
partnerships that strengthen neighborhoods, schools and business districts.
5. Recommend the best long-term structural support–such as a standing City committee–to
ensure comprehensive and dynamic engagement on issues of public safety.
We intend this report to be used as a tool to begin addressing issues of public safety in
Arcata. We consider our efforts to be a starting point for collaboration rather than a definitive
conclusion. In order to make our recommendations to Council as effective as possible, we
favored brevity and accessibility over detail. For this reason, we organized our findings and
recommendations into four sets of solution strategies. For each solution strategy, we: (1) provide
a brief analysis of findings on specific issues, problems, or projects and identify areas in need of
further investigation or work; and (2) offer our recommendations in list form. A more detailed
working document will be made available for those who wish to learn more or continue the work
of the PSTF. We also provide specific solution sets for the Plaza and Valley West in Appendix
10.5 and 10.6.
Like so many other rural towns and small cities across the United States, Arcata faces
increasingly complex urban problems on a shrinking small-town budget and a reduced capacity
to enforce law and order. For a city that has long prided itself on liberal community activism and
environmental stewardship, confronting poverty, homelessness, drug-addiction, rising crime, and
racial discrimination requires a realignment of priorities, resources, and strategies.
In our view, one of the true strengths of Arcata’s city government is its conscience and
accessibility. Council regularly makes decisions based on the well-being of its citizens and goes

6

The PSTF Scope of Work is reproduced in its entirety in Appendix 10.3 of this report.
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to great lengths to provide opportunities for its citizens to feel heard. Nevertheless, crisis after
crisis, meeting after meeting, the same complaints emerge, community frustration grows, and
Arcata feels less safe. Most community members we’ve spoken to are aware that the issues we
face are not simply a policing problem. Due to State-level changes in the judicial and mental
health systems, police have gone from being our last resort to our only option. Police are not
intended to be social workers or psychiatrists but they are increasingly called upon for such help
because there are so few alternatives.
Given the complexity of threats to public safety that are derived locally, regionally, and
nationally, we propose that substantive change for the better can only be achieved through a
combination of short-term and long-term strategies and through community- and county-wide
cooperation. This is not to say that cooperation isn’t already taking place. City and County
officials already work closely with many service organizations to find and implement solutions.
Arcata’s Crisis Intervention Team is an excellent example of multi-institutional cooperation that
we hope will receive expanded support in the future. One of the single biggest challenges right
now is that the need for all forms of services greatly exceeds the capacity to respond. In this
respect, we see Arcata’s long-standing community of activists and non-profit organizations as
potentially one of its greatest assets if brought together with the City in a shared vision of action.
In this report, we often emphasize solutions where we believe improvements can be achieved
in a relatively short period of time or with minimal investment. However, we encourage the
Council to take an approach that balances long-term policy strategies with short-term needs.
While we provide numerous lists of long- and short-term implementable solutions, seven
strategy pillars underpin our recommendations:
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  
§  

Make public safety a City priority
Make equity and inclusion a City priority
Make support for mental health and social services a City priority
Increase policing and community policing strategies
Implement crime reduction and prevention strategies
Build partnerships through outreach and collaboration
Form a standing public safety committee

Because it was important to us to submit our recommendations in time for the City Council’s
Annual Goal-Setting Session, we were unable to fully investigate many important topics of
concern and we are unable to provide an analysis on the effectiveness of our recommendations.
We encourage the Council to vet the ideas we offer here with City staff and to establish a
standing Public Safety Committee to continue the work of the Task Force, which will ensure
continued engagement on issues of public safety. To this end, we suggest that the first work of
the standing committee should be to use the findings in this report to collaborate with the City
and stakeholders in drafting a community safety partnership plan.
We would like to thank the Council for recognizing the need for greater commitment to
public safety and for the opportunity to lend our experience to this task.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS AND TASK FORCE APPROACH
Much to the surprise of long-time residents, despite Arcata’s idyllic setting, public safety has
recently emerged as one if its highest priorities. By some estimates, Arcata currently experiences
a crime rate of 52 per 1,000 residents, among the highest crime rates per capita in the United
States.7 Many Arcatans have come to the uncomfortable realization that crime and antisocial
behavior is rising significantly but we can no longer rely on law enforcement alone to solve our
problems. This is because Arcata is confronting an extraordinarily complex set of interrelated
social issues that require city-, county-, and state- based responses to resolve. At the State level,
the introduction of California’s prison realignment polices paired with inadequate investment in
social services and mental health care systems, means at the local-level that in prisons higherorder offenders are in greater contact with lower-order offenders, lower-order offenses are
almost impossible to enforce, and courts can no longer compel chronic abusers into services, all
of which places a higher demand on cities to address rising crime while simultaneously eroding
the effectiveness of courts and law enforcement personnel to do so. At the County level, a
substance-abuse epidemic, a startling increase in drug- and alcohol-related crime, and a
significant percentage of the population crippled by high rates of poverty, unemployment, and
lack of affordable housing, mean at the local level that the need for housing, social services, and
mental health services far outpace the ability of service providers to respond. Increased policing,
while necessary, simply cannot reverse these trends. Attempting to arrest our problems away
today, only results in bigger problems tomorrow.
Alternatively, by interrupting the poverty-addiction-crime cycle, we contend that investments
made in social services and crime prevention measures will pay for themselves by reducing
demands on health care and policing services, improving overall quality of life, and possibly
encouraging (or at least not deterring) economic growth. Although we urge City Council to take
the long view to public safety solutions, we find that significant improvements can be achieved
in the short run by first identifying and addressing the low-hanging fruit. We can look for the
highest demands on public resources – such as high frequency offenses and call locations, repeat
offenders, and service resistant populations who have high levels of engagement with law
enforcement – and implement preventative measures to reduce those demands. Furthermore, we
offer many public safety solutions that require little more than creativity and community
participation, something Arcata arguably already possesses in abundance.
In writing this report, we strive to address three core questions:
1.   Why is Arcata experiencing a significant rise in crime and anti-social behaviors?
2.   What can be done to make all residents and visitors both be and feel safe?
3.   How can we work together to make Arcata a safer, healthier and more equitable city?

7

Date Source: Neighborhood Scout, using data from all 18,000 local law enforcement agencies in the U.S.
www.neighborhoodscout.com/ca/arcata/crime.
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3.1 COMMUNITY PERCEPTION OF SAFETY: FEELING SAFE AND BEING SAFE
As discussed in previous sections, many of Arcata’s most commonly complained about
public safety problems are social problems that require both social and policing solutions. We
believe that building a community-wide partnership for a safe, healthy, and inclusive city is an
essential step on the road to reforming our neighborhoods and public spaces. However, in order
to do so, we first need to understand the relationship between both feeling safe and being safe.
Often, the most visible problems that make residents feel unsafe are not those that pose the
greatest potential danger to them. Yet, when they feel less safe, they tend to disengage from
public spaces, leaving those spaces more conducive to undesirable activities. For example,
despite being among the most complained about issue in public safety meetings, transients and
homeless individuals do not necessarily pose the most direct threats to personal safety. They
are, in fact, often the most vulnerable population in our city who are themselves targets of crime
that largely goes unreported. Their presence in public spaces, however, makes many community
members feel unsafe and contributes to an atmosphere of perceived lawlessness that leads many
residents to avoid going to those spaces altogether. Meanwhile, while less commonly mentioned
in community meetings, APD data shows a dramatic increase in felony warrant arrests, assaults,
public intoxication (drugs and alcohol), and theft, largely related to opioid addiction.
Similarly, in the context of national and local events, racial and ethnic diversity has taken
prominence in public dialogue throughout Arcata. As Arcata wrestles with the contradiction
between its idealized self-image as a community of equality and the actual experiences of
discrimination among an increasingly diverse population, defining safety becomes both more
problematic and more essential. Being and feeling safe are mutually constitutive; all members
must feel safe for a community to be safe and it must be safe for them to feel safe.
Therefore, if we want to address safety, we have to move away from strictly talking about
crime and criminals. We need to consider the full spectrum of populations and safety, from
complex social problems that require social and cultural solutions to crime and crime prevention
measures that include both policing and social solutions.
3.2 THE GEOGRAPHY OF CRIME IN ARCATA
In order to examine the spatial distribution of crime in Arcata, we worked with the City’s
GIS specialist to generate numerous crime maps based on APD data, some of which are
reproduced in Appendix 10.6 and 10.7 of this report of this report. A cursory examination of
Arcata-wide arrest patterns8 quickly reveals that three areas of the city generate a
disproportionate demand on police services: (1) the Plaza, (2) the 700 block of F Street that
includes Safeway and CVS, and (3) Valley West, particularly the hotels and the Ray’s shopping
center. As we discuss in later sections of this report, in-depth analysis of these high-frequency
call locations will yield the most significant and immediate crime prevention results. Because
these particular areas experience unique crime patterns, we provide detailed recommendations
for them in Appendix 10.4 and 10.5.

8

See Appendix 10.6, APD Summary of Cases Table and Appendix 10.7, Map1: All Cases in Arcata 2012 – 2017.
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Generally speaking, offenses in the downtown area (the Plaza and F-Street) tend to center on
vagrancy, petty theft, and drug- and alcohol-related crimes. The downtown area accounts for
approximately 40% of all calls for service and out of those calls, on average alcohol-related
disturbances account for roughly half. In fact, alcohol-related disturbances generate such a large
demand on police services Arcata-wide, we have dedicated an entire section to it later in this
report. Offenses in the Valley West area tend to center on camping and trespassing violations,
petty theft, and more concerning, they tend to be increasing violent in nature, with a dramatic
rise in assaults and felony warrant arrests. Many homeless individuals claim that they will no
longer camp in Valley West due to fear for their personal safety.
A fourth spatial dimension of crime emerges along highly-trafficked corridors, particularly
those crossing the 101 from HSU and Bayview neighborhoods to G Street and Downtown and
along Alliance to K Street, from the Valley West area to Samoa Boulevard. Many schools and
parks are located along these routes and, as evidence in the crime maps, they experience clusters
of criminal activity. We urge the City to consider developing a Safe Corridors plan along these
routes and connecting pathways because we believe increasing safe connectivity throughout the
city is an essential component of reducing crime and increasing a feeling of safety in schools,
public spaces, and along foot and bike paths. In particular, we believe increasing safe
connectivity between Valley West and greater Arcata will reduce Calls for Service related to
trespassing, as well as make walking and biking between Valley West, HSU, Arcata High, and
the Downtown area safer.
3.3 THE PUBLIC SAFETY TASK FORCE APPROACH TO MAKING
RECOMMENDATIONS
While we believe it is important that City Council directs staff to implement as many of our
recommendations as possible, we also realize that Council will need to prioritize solutions in
order to achieve the largest benefit to its citizens within budgetary, resource, and staffing
constraints. Therefore, we used the following guidelines to make our recommendations:
§   Recommendations should make a real and significant impact on the problems
§   Short-term solutions should be undertaken with the understanding that they should contribute
to long-term solutions and goals
§   Recommendations should be general courses of action that can be further examined and
analyzed by the proposed standing Public Safety Committee and City Council before
implementation
Because many problems we identify in this report are of an urgent nature, we believe early
efforts should focus on short-term gains in public safety. However, we challenge City Council,
the City Manager, and City Staff to keep the long-view in mind when approaching such a
complex set of social problems, where changes in one location or one population could have a
domino effect on all the others.
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4.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: LONG-TERM POLICY
STRATEGIES
4.1 MAKE PUBLIC SAFETY A CITY COUNCIL PRIORITY
FINDINGS:
Based on a review of more than one hundred City, departmental, and committee planning and
policy documents, we find that while public safety has been a regular topic of concern, the City
has not explicitly made it a City-wide priority nor defined what is required for Arcata to be and
feel safe. Instead, the City has tended to look at public safety from a broad, compliance
standpoint, focusing on whether or not infrastructure and emergency response services are
adequate to meet the functional needs of users. Although safety and crime prevention were often
mentioned in the documents we examined, authors generally focused on such issues as providing
Police and Fire protection, bicycle lanes, pedestrian walkways, ADA access, cost-effective
lighting, affordable housing and hazardous waste disposal. In our sampling, no documents
actually defined or assessed safety from the perspective of crime deterrence or discussed the
methods, standards or design parameters necessary to achieve it. For example, the City’s Design
and Historical Preservation Report addresses the issue of street lighting, as follows: “Lighting
shall be above the tree canopy…unobtrusive and the lowest intensity compatible with safety.”
Although this provides a general guideline, does it ensure that our streets and walkways are
sufficiently lit to make them feel and be safe to use at all times of the year, day and night?
Furthermore, apart from a selection of town hall meeting notes published in newspapers or staff
reports and special sessions of Council meetings, City planning documents rarely assess what the
public states that it wants or needs in order to feel safe in neighborhoods and public spaces.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§ Make Public Safety an explicit City Priority – establish Public Safety as a City Priority
and integrate Public Safety into City Council Policy Objectives. Direct City departments and
committees to integrate principals of equity and inclusion into their planning policies.
§ Prioritize Public Safety in City Project Planning – establish Public Safety as a priority in
all future infrastructure and project design standards.
§ Develop a Safe Arcata Strategic Plan – work with the proposed Public Safety Committee,
APD, City departments, and stakeholders to develop a Safe Arcata Strategic Plan that would
emphasize building community partnerships to identify and implement:
1. City-wide Crime Reduction and Prevention Measures
2. A Safe Neighborhoods Plan, emphasizing neighborhood-specific crime prevention
strategies, community outreach, and disaster preparedness, which could be developed
through ongoing neighborhood meetings beginning with Valley West and the Plaza.
3. A Safe Corridors and Open Spaces Plan, emphasizing increased connectivity and
specific safety features implemented along designated pathways, trails, streets, and in
parks. The City could host community walk-throughs utilizing the live web map
developed for the PSTF to evaluate needs such as lighting, cameras, site-line
clearance, and the like.
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4.2 MAKE EQUITY AND INCLUSION A CITY COUNCIL PRIORITY
FINDINGS:
In the wake of recent national and local events, racism, microagressions, and other forms of
discrimination have come to the forefront of public dialogue in Arcata’s City meetings and in our
own PSTF meetings. As Arcata wrestles with the sharp contrast between its idealized self-image
as a community of equality and the actual experiences of discrimination among an increasingly
diverse population, defining safety thus becomes both more problematic and more essential. Ongoing commitment to engagement, representation, and trust-building is necessary to improve the
lives and sense of safety for all community members.
Through a microagressions workshop, dialogue with residents and students, and participation in
the racial equity discussions hosted at HSU, PSTF members have worked to understand how to
implement the principals of equity and inclusion through public safety policies. We commend
the City in its willingness to embrace this crucial discussion and to make racial equity an explicit
priority. The Council has taken important steps toward exposing inequalities and building trust
among marginalized communities through its establishment of a series of Council sessions to
address the Josiah Lawson case and its collaboration in developing the Equity Arcata initiatives.
Still there is much more work to do. Particular attention should be paid to public safety issues
that disproportionately affect minority groups.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Make Racial Equity and Inclusion an Explicit City Priority – continue to support Racial
Equity and Inclusion as a City priority and integrate Equity and Inclusion into all City
Council Policy Objectives. Direct City departments and committees to integrate principals of
equity and inclusion into their planning policies.
§   Develop, Support and Promote Racial Equity and Inclusion Education and Outreach
Programs – continue to collaborate with HSU’s Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
(ODEI), HSU’s Student Diversity Advisory Group, Humboldt County Office of Education
(HCOE), College of the Redwoods, K-12 schools, and civic and professional organizations in
an effort to educate students, business owners, and the wider community on how to build an
inclusive community and work toward racial equity.
§   Give Racial Equity and Inclusion Prominence on the City Website – make the Racial
Equity page on the City’s website more prominent, as is done in many other cities.
§   Racial Equity Internship – continue funding for the City’s Racial Equity Intern position.
§   Police - Community Relations – support and expand upon the Black and Blue Dialogue and
Coffee with a Cop and consider additional events and programs to build trust and enhance
police - community relations.
§   Mapwork and Surveys – collaborate with HSU on mapwork and surveys related to offcampus transportation, housing, and policing experiences.
§   Prioritize Public Safety Issues and Solutions Impacting Minority Groups – direct the
proposed Public Safety Committee, APD, and Environmental Services to identify public
safety issues that disproportionately affect minority groups.
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4.3 MAKE INVESTMENT IN MENTAL HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES A CITY
COUNCIL PRIORITY
FINDINGS:
Homelessness and a lack of sufficient social and mental health services are among Arcata’s most
intractable and visible public safety problems. Complaints about issues related to homelessness,
drug and alcohol addiction, and mental illness fill town hall meetings, Council meetings, and
City reports, and place a high demand on already strained City, police, and medical services.
Disturbances related to homelessness, mental illness, and drug and alcohol dependence
combined account for the single largest category of all APD Calls for Service. While many City
and County agencies and service organizations are working together to meet the needs of the
populations in most need, with state-level disinvestment in social services and decriminalization
of offenses related to homelessness and addiction, the need now far outpaces the greatly
diminished resources and services available.
Fundamentally, we find that the City lacks an institutional infrastructure to effectively cope with
the needs of Arcata’s growing homeless, mentally ill, and substance dependent populations and
needs to devise a continuum of services, particularly for service resistant individuals.
We identify three interrelated priority issues to address:
1.   Mental Illness and Addiction – without adequate resources for people with mental health
and substance abuse issues the entire community sees the effect. Although many service
providers are working together to meet the needs of the community, lack of resources
remains. The most visible services that the county provides in the City of Arcata are the
Mobile Intervention & Services Team (MIST) and Street Outreach Services (SOS). To fill
the gap in services, hospital beds are being used to provide mental health services, school
counselors are being tasked with serving more students with mental health needs, homeless
services providers are seeing more people with mental health issues. Police are increasingly
called upon to act as social workers rather than peacekeepers but are ill-equipped to do so.
More often than not, there is simply nowhere to take an individual who needs treatment and
no way to compel them into treatment even if there was. When beds are unavailable
elsewhere, already overcrowded jails harbor the mentally ill and substance dependent.
Meanwhile, intoxicated individuals, improperly disposed needles, and bodily fluids have
become a common hazard to the general public, police, and City staff.
2.   Poverty and Food Insecurity – According to Arcata House Partnership (AHP),
approximately 1 in 6 people in Humboldt County are food insecure. Food insecurity
disproportionately affects families and seniors. While dozens of agencies, businesses, and
organizations are cooperating to provide food assistance through CalFresh, food trucks, food
pantries, schools, and the like, many individuals, often housed school children and working
adults, are still unable to meet their daily nutritional needs.
3.   Homelessness, Trespassing, and Car Camping – According to counts made by AHP in
January of 2017, on any given night, approximately 400 individuals are living on the street;
many in cars and the remainder in alleys, doorways, the marsh, dunes, forests, and
abandoned structures. On average, 100 cars are occupied on any given night and the majority
of their occupants are families, many of whom have jobs and attend schools but cannot afford
housing. Due to an extreme housing shortage, at the beginning of the 2017 Fall semester,
AHP estimates as many as 1,000 HSU students were homeless and 200-300 are currently
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living in forests adjoining campus. Car camping, camping violations, and trespassing
combined account for one of the highest numbers of non-traffic-related APD Calls for
Service, yet little can legally be done in response and there are no available shelter beds or
housing alternatives. While there are rental assistance funds available to help many of these
individuals, there is no available housing to place them in.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§ Make Homelessness and Social and Mental Health Services a City Priority – make the
same commitment to the needy that the City has made to Equity Arcata. Consider
establishing a City-maintained webpage to serve as a hub for information and activities about
service organizations and how volunteers can get involved and donate.
§ Establish a Continuum of Care – collaborate with state, county, city, and non-profit social
service organizations to establish and maintain a continuum of care that ensures all citizens in
need receive appropriate assistance, such as transitional housing and reintegration services,
family resource services, crisis intervention, detox, and mental health support.
§ Support Increased Mental Health Professional and Outreach Staffing – work with City
and County agencies and service organizations to determine how to best augment mental
health professional and street outreach staffing in Arcata.
§ Support Expansion of Substance Abuse Treatment Programs – work with City and
County agencies and service organizations to determine how to best augment substance
abuse treatment services and facilities, especially detox beds.ß
§ Support Sharps Disposal Kiosks – work with Arcata House Partnership, Harm Reduction
Program, and DHHS to identify and vet locations for needle disposal kiosks. Consider
encouraging businesses in high-risk areas to provide sharps containers in bathrooms and
other appropriate locations.
§ Expand Support for Existing Crisis Response Services – continue to support and expand
services of the Crisis Intervention Team, the Mobile Intervention & Services Team (MIST)
and the Street Outreach Services (SOS). Consider changes to homeless court system that
could more effectively resolve minor offenses in Arcata and channel non-serious offenders
into appropriate social and mental health services.
§ Strategy for Service Resistant Populations – collaborate with MIST, CIT, and non-profit
service organizations to develop a strategy to identify and provide consistent engagement
with service resistant individuals who have a high degree of contact with law enforcement
and other social services.
§ Strategy for Reducing and/or Redirecting Car Camping – work with Arcata House
Partnership and other local stakeholders to develop a plan to address car camping–
particularly family car camping–and consider permit parking for residents and businesses in
problem areas, particularly Valley West.
§ Increase Shelter Beds & Temporary Housing – declare a shelter crisis and work with
Arcata House Partnership and its partners to increase the number of shelter beds and
transitional housing spaces.
§ Support Affordable Housing – declare a shelter crisis and continue to support the
development of affordable and student housing.
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§   Increase Food Assistance – work with Arcata House Partnership and its partners to increase
food assistance to those in need.
§   Establish a Place for Services – work with Arcata House Partnership and its partners to
identify and establish a place for distributing services such as food and basic necessities.
4.4 ESTABLISH ORDINANCES & REGULATIONS
FINDINGS:
In conversations and virtually every community meeting we attended, residents and business
owners alike expressed the need for increased police presence and improving enforcement of
existing laws, regulations and ordinances. In many cases, we find the City already has sufficient
regulations in place – such as parking restrictions, public drinking restrictions, and no-smoking
zones – but lacks the ability to consistently enforce them due to staffing shortages and high
demands on resources. However, changes in the judicial system have also drastically reduced the
effectiveness of enforcement or eliminated the ability to enforce altogether. For instance,
offenses such as petty theft, vagrancy, and most alcohol- and drug-related violations now bring
little to no legal consequences and police find themselves ticketing or arresting the same
individuals for the same offenses dozens or even hundreds of times to no avail. For this reason,
in addition to increasing police staffing and implementing proactive crime prevention measures,
we find that the City needs to give police new enforcement tools through educating the public
and making changes to laws, ordinances, and regulations.
We identify four key policy areas to address:
1.   Measures to Reduce Repeat Offenders and Offenses – Interviews with police officers,
business owners, and residents make clear that a relatively small number of offenders commit
the large majority of public disturbances. Preliminary analysis of APD case data supports
these accounts. In 2017, approximately 38% of all arrests9 in Arcata involved repeat
offenders, many of whom have multiple citations, arrests, and warrants, and are already on
parole. Consequently, measures that address or deter repeat offenders are essential in order to
alter undesirable behaviors, particularly in high frequency call locations such as the Plaza and
Valley West.
2.   Measures to Prevent Crime – Interviews with police officers and analysis of APD Calls for
Service data reveals that certain locations and offenses dominate police responses –
particularly alcohol- and drug-related violations, camping and trespassing violations, and
petty theft. For this reason, we find that efforts to reduce high frequency violations and
address high frequency call locations could effectively reduce demands on police resources
and improve overall quality of life in Arcata.
3.   Measures to Address Public Nuisances, especially Transients, Loitering, and Dogs –
Complaints about transients and loitering, along with animals improperly claimed as service
animals, are among the most frequently complained about issues in community discussions.
Although these issues are among the most visible, they are also some of the most difficult to

9

Based on preliminary APD case data from January 1 – November 7, 2017, 821 arrests involved repeat offenders out of 2,115 total arrests.
Further analysis over a longer time period is necessary to verify these results and make generalizations.
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address because they are not necessarily illegal. While transients and more generally
loitering, may not pose a direct threat to public safety, we find they can contribute to a
perceived atmosphere of hostility, disrespectful and/or indecent behavior, and can be a cause
of blight through littering, cluttering and defacing of public spaces. These anti-social
behaviors also have the potential to lead to, or occur in conjunction with, other more serious
behaviors such as open use of injected substances, used needles disposed on sidewalks, in
parks, and in front of businesses, pan-handling, car camping, abandoned vehicles, petty theft,
human waste and trash. We find that such behaviors contribute to a lack of feeling safe
among community members, promotes a climate of City permissiveness, and undermines
faith in law enforcement. Therefore, we find that efforts to regulate such behaviors are
essential to achieving reform of our public spaces, particularly the Plaza and Valley West.
4.   Sanctuary City Measures – We recognize the importance of Sanctuary City status for many
of Arcata’s residents, a number of whom voiced their concerns during the oral comment
portion of our meetings. Given the City Council’s recent decision to adopt Sanctuary City
status and the broad implications this policy will have for local law enforcement, we feel
comment at this time falls outside the current scope of our investigation. We defer to the City
Council to investigate the most appropriate means of implementing these policies.  
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Measures to Reduce Repeat Offenses – consider measures that would reduce repeat
offenses, such as creating a Persistent Violator Ordinance. If deemed in contradiction to
California law, consider educating businesses and residents on how to file restraining orders
against repeat offenders in a coordinated manner so as to limit their access to highly utilized
public spaces.
§   Measures to Reduce Repeat Offenses – consider expansion of homeless court that could
more effectively resolve minor offenses in Arcata and place an emphasis on channeling nonserious offenders into appropriate social and mental health services.
§   Measures to Reduce Chronic Public Intoxication – consider measures to reduce chronic
public intoxication (drugs and alcohol), such as establishing an Alcohol Impact Area, Citymaintained No-Serve Lists, restricting alcohol service hours, business curfews, and
compelling and regulating compliance with ABC practices for the responsible sales of
alcohol.
§   Measures to Reduce DUI’s – consider measures to reduce DUI’s, such as staggering bar
closing hours, increasing police presence and random checkpoints at peak hours, increasing
hours of public transportation, improving taxi services, and launching designated driver
campaigns.
§   Support Crime Diversion Programs – continue to support and expand upon diversion and
reentry efforts that reduce engagement with law enforcement and redirect problem behavior.
§   Parking Permitting and Enforcement – consider implementing 2-4-hour public parking
zones with an established minimum range (vehicles must be moved a specified distance from
original space); overnight or 72-hour parking by permit only for residents, businesses, and
hotels with exception for long-haul trucks (as defined by possessing a commercial vehicle
classification, Class-C License, vehicle size or number of wheels, or by permit).
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§   Evaluate Budget Hotel Policies – work with hotel owners, APD, the proposed Public Safety
Committee, and Arcata House Partnership to evaluate hotel voucher policies and hotel
pricing policies to determine what can be done to reduce problems associated with budget
hotels.
§   Measures to Control Service Animal Policy Violations – educate public on service animal
policies and post signage about the consequences ($1,000 fine) for falsely claiming service
animal status.

5.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: LAW ENFORCEMENT
STRATEGIES
One of the most common complaints in meetings community-wide is the need for increased
police presence and enforcement of existing laws and ordinances. This is due to three primary
factors: (1) shortages in police staffing, (2) high demands on strained police resources, and (3)
changes to the judicial system that promote increased criminal activity and erode police
enforcement capabilities. These issues are taken up in the following two subsections on Policing
and the Judicial System.
5.1 POLICING
FINDINGS:
As the City Council has already recognized, Arcata Police Staffing is anemic compared to
national averages and does not currently meet its own minimum staffing policies. According to
the 2016 US Census Population Estimates, Arcata has an estimated population of 17,974. APD
currently employs 25 sworn officers with two open vacancies, which means APD ideally has an
officer to population ratio of approximately 1.5/1,000. This number falls short of the 2.4/1,000
national average and the 2.0/1,000 average for cities of 10,000 – 24,999.10 Furthermore, APD
currently averages 3 - 4 officers on duty at any given time, while receiving on average 80 – 100
calls for service per day in addition to officer-initiated responses. With such a high demand for
service, calls for service must be triaged, resulting in slower than ideal response times to nonpriority-1 calls. We believe this high demand also results in community frustration with police
responsiveness and an emboldened criminal population.
An additional drain on police resources is the time required to book offenders. An officer must
be taken off the streets for up to 2 hours to transport and book offenders in Eureka. Often this is
done, just to have the same perpetrator released and on the streets the same or next day. We
believe that, by necessity, this creates a deterrent to arresting low-level non-violent offenders and
erodes perceptions of police authority. This view is supported by many APD officers, who point
out that ticketing and arresting does not deter chronic offenders, who have little to no fear of the
penal system, especially given the general lack of penal consequences. This situation along with

10

See in Appendix 10.2 of this report: International Association of Chiefs of Police (2017) and US Department of Justice, Office of Justice
Programs (2013).
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high demands on police services contribute to frustration among police officers and a lower than
ideal retention rate.
Based on analysis of APD crime data, we find that a relatively small number of offenses and call
locations account for a large majority of all calls for service. Therefore, we believe that in
addition to hiring more officers, the City can begin to reduce demand on police resources and
improve quality of life in Arcata by focusing crime prevention measures on high frequency
offenses and call locations. In the 2006 Site Security Survey conducted by the Baron Center,11 it
was estimated that a relatively small number of offenders–under 200–commit the large majority
of public disturbances. Of those, it was estimated that approximately half are on parole.
Consequently, we also believe measures that address or deter repeat offenders could be effective
in altering populations and behaviors.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Increase Police Forces – continue to support increased police staffing, consider assigning
additional officers to the Plaza and a dedicated officer to Valley West. Consider creating a
crime prevention officer/specialist/analyst position to evaluate crime trends and proactive
solutions.
§   Improve Enforcement – work with APD to assess how regulation and enforcement of
existing laws and ordinances can be improved to give police officers more effective
enforcement tools.
§   Crime Prevention and Reduction Strategies – Work with proposed Public Safety
Committee and APD to implement crime reduction and prevention strategies that reduce
demand on police resources by focusing on high frequency call locations and offenses.
§   Measures to Reduce Repeat Offenses – consider measures to reduce repeat offenses, such
as those that reduce public intoxication and creating a Persistent Violator Ordinance. If
deemed in contradiction to California law, consider educating businesses and residents on
how to file restraining orders against repeat offenders in a coordinated manner.
§   Deter Repeat Offenders – work with APD to assess the usefulness and feasibility of
implementing regular high-profile parole & warrant sweeps / raids.
§   Reduce Repeat Offenses – consider expansion of homeless court that could more effectively
resolve minor offenses in Arcata, and place an emphasis on channeling non-serious offenders
into appropriate social and mental health services.
5.2 JUDICIAL SYSTEM
FINDINGS:
As a result of changes to California laws designed to alleviate overcrowded jails, Arcata is
experiencing a profound change in its criminal populations and its ability to enforce law and
order. By shifting higher-order offenders from State prisons to County jails and decriminalizing
addiction and poverty-related crimes, California’s Propositions 47 and Assembly Bill 109 places
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See in Appendix 10.2 of this report: City of Arcata Reports (2006b).
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a much higher burden on cities to manage petty offenders, drug users, and the mentally ill while
simultaneously undermining the capacity to do so. We now have more sophisticated criminals in
local jails and on our streets, largely unsupervised by policing officials, and extremely high rates
of recidivism. There are little to no legal consequences for offenses such as petty theft, vagrancy,
and most alcohol- and drug-related violations. Arrest and jailing are only options for the very
worst offenses. Because most drug-related violations are now misdemeanors, police can do little
to deter drug use, courts can no longer compel detention and detox, and gateways to services and
treatment for the mentally ill and substance dependent have been cut off. At enormous cost to the
City, police are increasingly called upon to pick up the slack created by this loss of a gateway to
services and find themselves citing and arresting the same individuals 50 or 100 times to no
avail.12 Analysis of APD crime data confirms that over the past three years, rates of repeat
offenses, theft, assault, disorderly conduct, public intoxication, and illegal camping and
trespassing have increased significantly. Therefore, we find that this new judicial environment
requires new tools to enforce law and order. As indicated elsewhere in this report, community
policing policies and practices that emphasize crime reduction and prevention measures and
investment in social and mental health services are the City’s strongest path forward.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Crime Trend and Population Analyses – dedicate resources to crime analysis and costbenefit analyses at points of contact with health care systems (hospitals), social services, and
police services. Identify service resistant individuals that are chronically engaged with
hospitals and police and identify how to better meet their needs.
§   Support and Expand Mental Health and Substance Abuse Treatment Services and
Facilities – work with City and County agencies and service organizations to identify needs
and hire additional mental health professionals; establish facilities for non-criminal offenders
(crimes associated with homelessness, mental illness, and addiction).
§   Support “StandUp” County Workgroup Findings – work with County agencies and
stakeholders to consider implementation of the changes highlighted in the findings of the
StandUp Workshop held in January of 2018, including establishment of a continuum of care,
establishing a full-service 24/7 shelter, expansion of mobile crisis responder services,
employing community health outreach workers and case managers, embedding peers across
intercepts.
§   Support Crime Diversion and Reentry Programs – continue to support and expand upon
diversion and reentry efforts that reduce engagement with law enforcement and redirect
problem behavior.
§   Expand Family Resource Center Services and Facilities – continue to support and expand
upon Family Resource Center services and facilities to help better identify and divert
problem behavior associated with poverty.

12

An excellent example of this situation was reported in the Lost Coast Outpost (2016b; 2018), listed in Appendix 10.2 of this report.
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6.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: CRIME REDUCTION &
SAFETY STRATEGIES
6.1 CRIME PREVENTION & CRIME REDUCTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL
DESIGN
FINDINGS:
In conversations and community meetings, Arcata residents and business owners frequently
identified infrastructural safety improvements needed to make Arcata feel and be safer, such as
lighting, blight removal, and surveillance cameras. Many of our Task Force members have
reached similar conclusions while conducting neighborhood walkthroughs. According to the
Center for Problem-Oriented Policing, many crimes and criminal behaviors can be effectively
prevented by collaborating with community members to employ the strategic use of
environmental design principals. In some cases, this might involve opening site-lines through
brush clearing, improving street and structure lighting, closing off streets or alleys, or creating
decorative barriers. An interesting example of these practices was brought to our attention in a
conversation with Patrick O’Neil, Captain of the Eureka Police Department and head of EPD’s
Problem Oriented Policing Team, who recently worked with a restaurant owner to effectively
beautify their business front while deterring transients by planting cactus barriers in planter
boxes that were frequently being used for loitering and drug-use. We find that many of Arcata’s
crime trends could be substantially altered while improving overall quality of life at a relatively
low cost to the city through making more extensive use of these kinds of collaborative and
proactive solutions.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Develop a Strategy for City-Wide Crime Prevention Measures – work with the proposed
Public Safety Committee, APD, City departments, and stakeholders to develop a Safe Arcata
Strategic Plan that would emphasize building community partnerships to identify and
implement City-wide Crime Reduction and Prevention Measures.
§   Lighting – evaluate street and structure lighting throughout Arcata, particularly in public
spaces and along highly-utilized pathways. Particularly consider how to encourage
businesses to improve storefront lighting to reduce break-ins, drug-use, and loitering.
§   Site Line Clearance – evaluate highly utilized pathways and public spaces for clear line of
site.
§   Surveillance Cameras – evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of installing surveillance
cameras and related signage in highly utilized public spaces and pathways.
§   Blight Control – increase trash disposal locations and services, support and promote
volunteer clean-up days, identify and contact owners of blighted properties.
§   Hazardous Waste Disposal – work with APD, Arcata House Partnership, and Harm
Reduction to identify and vet locations for sharps disposal kiosks.
§   Street and Alley Way Access – evaluate APD crime data to identify streets with high crime
activity and determine feasibility of reducing access to problem streets and alleyways.
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§   Reduce Trespassing – evaluate APD trespassing Calls for Service and conduct site visits to
determine most commonly utilized unofficial trails. Evaluate the feasibility of developing
alternative routes and implementing trespassing deterrents such as gates, lighting, and
signage. Educate property owners on trespassing deterrent measures.
§   Business Crime Prevention Training – work with proposed Public Safety Committee and
APD to evaluate possible crime prevention strategies for Businesses. Train and incentivize
businesses to implement crime prevention measures at their locations such as added
surveillance, increased lighting, collective restraining orders, how to report criminal
behavior, and other crime prevention strategies.
§   Resident Crime Prevention Training – work with proposed Public Safety Committee and
APD to evaluate possible crime prevention strategies for residents. Train residents in how to
implement crime prevention measures such as forming community watch groups, increasing
lighting, gating and locking access-ways, organizing walking groups and/or buses, making
use of the Ring to reduce break-ins, collective restraining orders, how to report criminal
behavior, and other crime prevention strategies.
§   Personal Safety Training – consider offering training for businesses and community
members in communication techniques for interacting with difficult people and the mentally
ill, as well as basic self-defense and personal safety.
6.2 BEST PRACTICES FOR RESPONSIBLE SALES AND CONSUMPTION OF
ALCOHOL
FINDINGS:
We find that addressing the responsible sales and consumption of alcoholic beverages is of
paramount concern to public safety in Arcata. Alcohol-related arrests – drunk in public,
disorderly conduct-alcohol, and DUIs – comprise the single largest category of all Arcata arrests
and alcohol-related disturbances tend to be more violent in nature. Based on APD Case Data
from January 2015 to April 2017, alcohol-related disturbances comprised 19% of all Arcata
arrests.13 However, we can safely assume that alcohol is a factor in many more arrests than those
categorized as specifically alcohol-related. According to the National Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence, alcohol is a factor in 40% of all violent crimes today.14 According to the US
Department of Justice, 37% of almost 2 million convicted offenders in jail say they were
drinking when they were arrested.15
A spatial analysis of 2017 Drunk in Public arrests in Arcata reveals four important patterns:
1.   Three out of thirty-four Police Beat Areas accounted for more than half of all alcohol-related
arrests: (1) The Plaza; (2) the 700 Block of F Street which includes Safeway and CVS; and
(3) Valley West.16

13

15% of alcohol-related arrests were for Disorderly Conduct and 4% for DUIs.
Data Source: National Council on Alcoholism website, ncadd.org.
Data Source: National Council on Alcoholism website, ncadd.org.
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In 2017, the Plaza alone accounted for 29% of all Arcata Drunk in Public arrests while the combination of North Downtown, Plaza, City Hall
and F-Street (Beats 304, 305, 306, 307) accounted for 55% (172/313) of all Arcata Drunk in Public arrests. Valley West accounted for an
additional 11% (35/313) of all Arcata Drunk in Public Arrests.
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2.   Approximately 42% of all Drunk in Public arrests involved repeat offenders.
3.   The Plaza – largely concentrated along the 9th Street “Bar Row” – generated the largest
overall number of alcohol-related arrests but tended to be committed by more first-time
offenders while alcohol-related offenses committed by repeat offenders tended to cluster
around off-Plaza stores that sell alcohol.
4.   DUI’s were overwhelmingly committed by first-time offenders.17
We believe these trends indicate that measures to reduce chronic public intoxication, such as NoServe Lists, Repeat Offender Ordinances or coordinated restraining orders, and establishment of
an Alcohol Impact Area (AIA) could help to significantly reduce the number of violations and
volume of calls for service while substantially improving quality of life in public spaces. For
example, according to the Center for Problem-Oriented Policing,18 following the implementation
of No-Serve Lists, both Greenbay, Wisconson, and Pinallas Park, Florida, experienced an
immediate drop in calls for service.
Because the Plaza and its immediately surrounding area generates approximately 40% of all calls
for police service and alcohol related disturbances account for approximately half of those calls,
we particularly recommend efforts to reduce overconsumption of alcohol in and around the
Plaza. Additionally, we believe that the high proportion of first-time offenders for DUIs and
Drunk in Public arrests in the Plaza area point to the need for coordinated campaigns to reduce
college-age drinking and encourage designated drivers. HSU already has in place numerous such
programs that could be expanded to include greater Arcata and bar owners on the Plaza have all
expressed their willingness to cooperate in such endeavors.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Develop Comprehensive Arcata-wide Strategy to Reduce Public Intoxication – work
with proposed Public Safety Committee, APD, City departments, Public Health, alcohol and
drug prevention programs, and local businesses to develop and implement a comprehensive
strategy to reduce public intoxication (alcohol and drugs) that could include: establishing
Alcohol Impact Areas (AIA), Business Curfews and staggered bar closures in AIAs, tippler
tax, ordinances to compel alcohol outlet compliance with ABC standards, bans on reducedpriced alcoholic beverages, city-maintained No-Serve Lists for chronic offenders, education
for business owners on filing restraining orders against repeat offenders in a coordinated
manner so as to limit their access to highly-utilized public spaces, and support for alcohol
and drug dependence treatment services.
§   Reduce College-Age Public Intoxication and DUI’s – work with Humboldt State
University and local business owners to reduce college-age public intoxication and DUI’s
through measures such as staggering bar closing hours, increasing hours of public
transportation, promoting alcohol free events and activities, coordinating designated driver
campaigns, and improving taxi, Lyft, and Uber services.

17 Among DUI-Alcohol/Drugs arrests, roughly 97% appear to be first-time DUI offenders (at least locally) across all Beats Areas.
18
See Appendix 10.2 of this report, US Department of Justice, Community Oriented Policing Services (2012a: pp.29).
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6.3 SAFE CORRIDORS AND PUBLIC SPACES
FINDINGS:
In September of 2016 there was an attack on a school age girl on the Cahill Park Pathway. This
attack happened on a widely used overgrown pathway by a perpetrator using injected narcotics in
an elbow of the path with shrubbery overgrowth limiting line of site. This attack not only spurred
the petition for the PSTF, it highlighted the importance of maintenance, infrastructure and other
crime prevention measures required to maintain safe usage of our public pathways and open
spaces. The PSTF created a Safe Corridors subcommittee to examine potential routes, develop
case studies, and ideal features for a Safe Corridors plan:
1.   Cahill Park Pathway (Many Hands) Project – The Task Force took up the Cahill Pathway
Project as a proof of concept for a city-wide Safe Corridors project, One of the most inspiring
endeavors of the Cahill Pathway Project has been the co-creation of the “Many Hands”
sculpture funded by a Humboldt Area Foundation grant. Conceptualized by sculpture artist,
James Smith, the steel sculpture features opposing yin yang cut outs, between whose spaces
are the cut out handprints of community members, big and small. Safe Routes to School
educational programming and planned construction is set to begin this summer during which
additional lighting will be installed above the elbow of the pathway providing visibility along
the majority of the pathway.
2.   HSU Footbridge – Shortly after the attack in September, there were reports of harassment
and threats to students both on the HSU/101 overpass and into the downtown area.
According to the 2006 Site Security Survey conducted by the Baron Center,19 HSU students
once referred to this footbridge as “the gauntlet” due to the drastic change in environment on
the G Street side of the overpass. PSTF members met with HSU and City staff to discuss
possible improvements to the HSU – G Street footbridge, some of which are reproduced in
our list of recommendations.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Develop Safe Pathways and Public Spaces Plan – work with proposed Public Safety Task
Force, APD, Environmental Services, and businesses along potential routes to determine how
existing pathways, sidewalks, and public spaces can be made safe (lighting, site-line
clearance, camera surveillance, signage, etc.).
§   Increase Connectivity – evaluate the feasibility of increasing safe connectivity between
neighborhoods, schools, and public spaces, especially Valley West to greater Arcata. Explore
expansion of Bike/Pedestrian trail system via West End Road and/or a highway overpass into
Pacific Union area. Evaluate bus service hours and stops to identify how service could be
enhanced to improve safety and ridership.

19

See in Appendix 10.2 of this report: City of Arcata Reports (2006b).
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6.4 TRAFFIC SAFETY
FINDINGS:
While we recognize that the City already has a Traffic Safety Committee, we find traffic safety is
an important concern among Arcata residents and we wish to draw attention to several important
traffic safety trends that are relevant to overall public safety. In day-to-day conversations with
community members, the most commonly expressed concerns about traffic safety centered on:
§   Scofflaws ignoring traffic regulations
§   Distracted drivers and pedestrians focused on their electronics
§   Pedestrian and bicycle safety
§   Traffic congestion and parking
§   Skateboarders and bicyclists on hills and at intersections, wearing dark clothing, without
proper safety equipment
Further investigation supported citizens’ concerns. Based on data from the California Office of
Traffic Safety, a Eureka Times Standard article pointed out that Humboldt County had the
second highest rate of bicycle and pedestrian deaths and injuries out of all counties in California
from 2010 - 2012 and in 2014, and the highest rates in 2009 and 2013.20
State and local bicycle and pedestrian traffic data provided by the Transportation Mapping
System (TIMS) and UC Berkeley, show that Arcata is much less safe than many would think and
is becoming worse: from 2014 - 2016, bicycle and pedestrian collisions climbed steadily from
44.2% to 50% of all collisions. The number of DUI collisions in Arcata doubled in the same 3year period, from 14% to 28.6%. Increasing numbers of cars in Arcata, especially resulting from
proposed housing expansion projects, promise to worsen these statistics.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Improve Safe Access – improve bicycle and pedestrian access throughout the city
§   Augment Current Traffic Calming Measures – implement traffic calming measures where
necessary
§   “Heads Up” Campaign – consider following Eureka’s example of initiating a “Heads Up”
campaign to address driver distraction due to use of electronic devices while driving
§   Identify Additional Prevention Measures – conduct in-depth analysis of pedestrian and
bicycle injury incidents to identify what preventative measures can be put in place
§   Expand SRTS Areas – Consider expanding upon Safe Routes to School pedestrian safety
measures to include more areas of the City

20

See in Appendix 10.2 of this report: Eureka Times Standard (2017c).
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7.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIP STRATEGIES
7.1 COMMUNITY PARTNERS
FINDINGS:
Out of the recognition that most public safety problems require more than strictly police
responses, across the country, Community Policing Programs have become an essential response
strategy to crime reduction and prevention.21 Building a broad base of coordinated community
participation is a crucial element of creating a safe, healthy, equitable, and inclusive City. We
find that the City has done an excellent job in building partnerships with many stakeholders and
non-profit organizations, as exemplified in the recent development of the Equity Arcata program.
We see the extension of these kinds of efforts across the City as particularly beneficial to safety
and quality of life. Although additional City staff time and resources may be required to build
and maintain partnerships, these burdens will be offset by benefits to the community, increased
unpaid volunteer support for projects and services, and overall reduction in costs to City,
emergency response, and healthcare services.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Community Safety Partnership Plan – the Public Safety Task Force has already developed
numerous partnership projects such as community clean-up days, needle disposal, proposed
Plaza and Valley West events, proposed community patrols/watches, and the like. Council
should work with the proposed Public Safety Committee, APD, and other City departments
and committees, to draft a Community Safety Partnership Plan that continues to identify ideal
projects for collaboration and potential partners, including but not limited to: local School
Districts, Arcata House Partnership, New Directions, Trail Stewards, Community Pride and
Peace, HSU Administration and Students, HSU Student Diversity Council, Chamber of
Commerce, Arcata Main Street, Rotary Club, Humboldt Area Foundation, Harm Reduction,
DHHS, area Family Resource Centers, Breakfast All Day Collective and Outer Space Arcata.
7.2 CLEARINGHOUSE FOR PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES
FINDINGS:
Based on reviews of City Council and Committee meeting minutes and conversations with City
staff and Council Members, we find issues related to public safety frequently arise throughout
other City departments and committees. Yet, there is no formal structure for compiling this
information nor making a coordinated response. We find that City Council and staff tend to be
responsive to community complaints, however, due to a gap in overarching leadership on this
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This has been widely established by reports from the US Department of Justice–especially those produced by the Office of Justice Programs
and the Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) program–, the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACOP), and reports from
THE National League of Cities (NLC) as well as local policing agencies. See, for example, in Appendix 10.2: IACOP (2016); NLC (2017); US
DOJ COPS (2005, 2006c, 2012b, 2014a, 2014b, 2015); US DOJ Office of Justice Programs (1994).
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issue, City representatives often respond on an individual basis, frequently repeating efforts
and/or wasting valuable staff resources. Thus, despite actions taken by the City, community
members may remain unaware of City responses, feel dismissed or frustrated, and perpetuate a
misconception that the City does nothing. Staff moral may also suffer from this real or perceived
lack of effectiveness. By establishing the Public Safety Task Force, the City Council has taken
the first step to close this gap and link City committees and departments with community
members on issues of safety. We believe a continued commitment is needed to consolidate these
efforts and ensure long-term communication and follow-through on issues of public safety.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Create a Forum for Public Safety Issues – Either through the establishment of a standing
Public Safety Committee or other City structure, provide a forum for City departments, City
committees, and community members to share concerns on and potential responses to public
safety issues.
7.3 EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
FINDINGS:
We find two important areas of education and outreach:
1.   Crime Trends and Crime Prevention – An essential component of crime prevention is
educating the public on probable dangers and how to avoid them, yet, in conversations and
meetings with community members, we found a large gap in knowledge about crime trends,
available information, and effective responses. Most were unaware of the non-emergency
APD phone number, how to report an incident, or other services available. While we
commend the City on re-instituting the Citizen RIMS crime graphics system – which has
been utilized by almost 4,000 citizens since it was first introduced at the beginning of 2017 –
most residents are still unaware of its existence or how to use it. The City also lacks an
overarching plan for how to inform the public about crime trends and steps individuals and
business can take to be safer.
2.   Community Services and Volunteer Participation – Availability and access to services is a
crucial component of addressing many of Arcata’s most vexing problems that impact public
safety, such as poverty, homelessness, mental illness, and substance dependence. While the
need for all forms of services is high in Arcata, the City is fortunate to boast a responsive city
government and a large community of activists, community service organizations, and
willing volunteers. If they worked with each other and the City in a more coordinated vision
of action, however, their efforts would receive more support, be more effective, and
ultimately improve quality of life while helping to reduce demands on already strained City
resources and services.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Safe Arcata Outreach and Education Plan – Work with proposed Public Safety
Committee (PSC) and APD staff to draft a Safe Arcata Education and Outreach Plan that
includes potential partners, training, events, educational materials, and dedicated web space
to share information on crime trends and public safety.
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§   Public Safety Quick Reference Guides & Magnets (see appendix 10.8 and 10.9) – Review,
produce and distribute Public Safety QR materials. Consider using them to launch PSC along
with a survey to assess current perceptions of safety. Results can be measured against
perceptions 1 – 2 years after implementation of crime reduction measures.
§   Establish and Maintain a Website Hub for Service Organizations and Volunteers –
Work with service and civic organizations to develop a website to inform the public of needs,
what is being done to meet those needs, the various services and events offered, and to
encourage donations and volunteer participation. Consider including an interactive City-wide
calendar of meetings and events, volunteer sign-up page, donate-a-bed list, and locations to
donate food, clothing, and personal necessities.
7.4 ACTIVITIES, EVENTS, PLANNING
FINDINGS:
One of the most common requests from community members in conversations and public
meetings is more family-friendly and student-friendly activities and events in public spaces,
especially in the Plaza and Valley West.22 The rational for these requests is that reclaiming
public spaces as safe and welcoming for all residents and visitors requires changing the users in
those spaces. Increased activities and events as well as new uses for these spaces will likely be an
effective strategy for doing so. We find merit in this argument, which is substantiated by the fact
that a relatively small number of individuals account for a disproportionate number of Police
Calls for Service and Calls for Service drop significantly during events such as Farmer’s Market
days. Expansion of events will have the added benefit of strengthening community ties. We find
that City Council and staff have been very receptive to requests for more events and
programming. Many new activities and events are currently being considered, particularly by
staff in the Community Development, Environmental Services, and Parks and Recreation
departments. We strongly encourage the Council to fully support these efforts.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
§   Increase Family-friendly and Student-friendly Activities, Events, and Programming –
promote and support efforts to increase activities, events, and programming, including but
not limited to: Plaza Kiosk with lawn games, Picnic in the Plaza days, Movies in the Valley
West Park, Valley West Farmer’s Market (possibly Hispanic-themed), take back the night
events, expanded Parks and Recreation programming, mock-tail parties currently promoted
through HSU Alumni Relations, and the like.
§   Consider New Uses for Public Spaces – consider suggestions by community members such
as the Living Plaza group to modify or add uses to public spaces, such as partial street
closures to encourage street dining or other activities, food stalls and trucks, and the like.
§   Promote and Support Volunteer Days – the Public Safety Task Force has already worked
with Arcata Environmental Services to establish new community clean-up days.
Additionally, numerous organizations such as Adopt-a-Block, Community Pride and Peace,
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See more extensive lists of recommendations for the Plaza and Valley West in Appendix 10.5 and 10.6.
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and Latino Outdoors host or participate in regular clean-up days. We encourage the Council
to expand upon, promote, and support these and additional activities as they are identified.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
STANDING PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE
Based on analysis of more than one hundred City plans, reports, and related documents, we
find the City has frequently commissioned reports to address the needs of the City as problems or
issues have arisen. Understandably, City Council and staff have tended to prioritize and
implement sets of actionable items from each of those reports but often many useful
recommendations have remained unaddressed because they were not prioritized or were not
actionable at the time. For this reason, we encountered similar issues, solutions, and strategies
recommended across numerous reports spanning more than a decade. For example, the 2007 Site
Security Survey produced by the Baron Center recommended establishing an interdisciplinary
working group to develop strategies to address our “service resistant population” and the
resulting public safety and quality of life issues that arise from their antisocial behavior. Many
recommendations made in the 2005 Arcata Plaza Action Plan closely resemble those brought to
the Council for the current Plaza Study session. The 2008 Valley West Park grant application
outlined the same issues that make Valley West a top priority today. We find that the City has
been responsive to its constituents’ needs within budgetary, staffing, and resource constraints.
What it has lacked is a formal structure for ensuring that issues and recommendations regarding
public safety are carried forward from one set of annual goals to the next.
The Public Safety Task Force recommends the City Council establish a standing Public
Safety Committee dedicated to providing a forum for City committees, departments and
community members to communicate about safety concerns, identifying public safety priorities
and community-based solution strategies to crime reduction and prevention, and ensuring longterm follow-through on issues of public safety.
The powers and duties of the Public Safety Committee should be to:
§   Serve in an advisory capacity to the Council, Commissions, or City staff on matters and
policies pertaining to public safety
§   Provide a forum for the City, Police, and community members to communicate about public
safety issues and concerns
§   Review crime trends and identify the highest risks to public safety
§   Study, evaluate, and make recommendations to the City Council, Commissions or City staff,
as appropriate, regarding threats to public safety, and crime reduction and prevention
strategies.
§   Make recommendations on actions the City and its partners can take to ensure all Arcata
citizens and visitors can be and feel safe in their neighborhoods, on streets and paths, and in
public spaces.
§   Provide community outreach and education in regard to public safety, crime trends, and
crime reduction and prevention strategies.
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10. APPENDIX
10.1 LIST OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED
PERSONS MET AND/OR INTERVIEWED (SELECTED LIST)
1.   Thia Bachman-Smith, ER Nurse, Mad River Hospital; Resident, Sunset Neighborhood
2.   Robin Baker, Chief Operations Officer, McKinleyville Family Resource Center
3.   Hillarie Beyer, Executive Director, McKinleyville Family Resource Center
4.   Daniel Bixler, Greenview Playground Project Committee
5.   Jeannie Breslin, Eureka Neighborhood Watch Coordinator
6.   John Calkins, McKinleyville Community Watch, McKinleyville Recreation Advisory
Committee, and Community Pride and Peace
7.   Ginger Campbell, APD Volunteer; Arcata Neighborhood Watch Coordinator
8.   Ryan Campbell, Professor, HSU, and Advocate for Living Plaza
9.   Isabella “Coco” Chino, Owner, Pasta Luego (Plaza Business)
10.  Pete Ciotti, Owner, The Jam (Downtown Business)
11.  Joellen Clark-Peterson, Executive Director, Arcata Chamber of Commerce
12.  Joy DeBruyn, Arcata Resident of Greenview/Windsong Neighborhood
13.  Doby Class, Director of Public Works, City of Arcata
14.  Deborah Coles, Vice Chair, Parks and Recreation Committee, City of Arcata
15.  Michael Angelo Costanzo, Manager, Sidelines (Plaza Business)
16.  Salvatore Costanzo Owner, Toby & Jack’s and Sidelines, (Plaza Businesses)
17.  Bill Damiano, Humboldt County Chief Probation Officer
18.  Randi Darnell-Burke, Dean of Students, HSU
19.  Karen Diemer, City Manager, City of Arcata
20.  Laura Estetter, Director, Arcata Family Resource Center
21.  Traci Ferdolage, Associate Vice President, HSU Facilities Management
22.  Colin Fiske, Community Pride and Peace, and Advocate for Living Plaza
23.  Stephen Gieder, President, Community Pride and Peace
24.  Ken Hamik, Board of Directors, Arcata Chamber of Commerce; Vice President, Community
Pride and Peace
25.  Dennis Houghton, Parks/Facilities/Natural Resources, Community Services, City of Arcata
26.  Rees Hughes, Coordinator, Volunteer Trail Stewards; Author, Hiking Humboldt
27.  Kate Walstead-Hutchins, Resident, California Heights Neighborhood
28.  Brian Kang, GIS Coordinator, City of Arcata
29.  Sharon King, Arcata Resident (Downtown)
30.  Justin Ladd, Owner, Alibi (Plaza Business)
31.  Brian Lovell, President, Rotary Club – Arcata Chapter; Director of After School Programs,
Arcata Elementary School and Sunnybrae Middleschool
32.  David Loya, Director, Community Development, City of Arcata
33.  Christina Mata, Associate Dean, Student Rights and Responsibilities
34.  Nate McKeever, Owner, McKeever Electric (Valley West Business)
35.  Michael Moore, Director, Center Arts, Humboldt State University; Resident,
Windsong/Greenview Neighborhood
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36.  Michael Montgomery, Co-Owner, Humble Honey (Plaza Business); Resident, Samoa Blvd.
(South G Street) Neighborhood
37.  Jeff Nagan, Owner, Arcata Liquors (Plaza Business)
38.  Johanna Nagan, Owner, Blondies Food and Drink (California Heights Business)
39.  Julie Neander, Deputy Director of Community Services, City of Arcata
40.  Patrick O’Neill, Captain, Eureka Police Department; EPD Problem Oriented Policing Team
41.  Susan Ornelas, City Council Member and Form Mayor, City of Arcata
42.  Victoria Parker, Principle, Arcata Elementary School
43.  Sofia Periera, Mayor, City of Arcata
44.  Donn Peterson, Chief of Police, HSU University Police Department
45.  Paul Pitino, City Council Member and Former Mayor, City of Arcata
46.  Linda Puzz, Owner, Everett’s Club (Plaza Business)
47.  Shoshanna Rose, Owner, Redwood Raks (Downtown/Creamery Business); Resident, Sunset
Neighborhood
48.  Lucy Salazar, Valley West Resident and Community Organizer
49.  Jeffrey Schwartz, Director, Humboldt Center for Constitutional Rights; President, Arcata
School District
50.  John Shelter, Director, New Directions; Former Executive Director, Arcata Endeavor
51.  Barbara Short, Superintendent, Arcata School District
52.  Emily Sinkhorn, Deputy Director, Natural Resources Services Division of the Redwood
Community Action Agency
53.  James Smith, Sculpture Artist and Owner, Third Eye Studio (South G Street Business);
Resident, Greenview/Windsong Neighborhood
54.  Judie Snyder, Team Lead, Community Emergency Response Team (CERT), City of Arcata
55.  Nancy Starck, Chair, Parks and Recreation Committee, City of Arcata
56.  Nancy Stephenson, Events Director, Arcata Main Street
57.  Brian Swislow, Owner, Fatbol (Downtown Business) and Bar Tender (The Jam)
58.  Eileen Verbek, Business Manager, Arcata Police Department
59.  Vanessa Vrtiak, Programs Coordinator, Humboldt County Sheriff’s Office
60.  Roger Wang, Advisor, Educational Opportunity Program, Student Support Services
61.  Brett Watson, City Council Member, City of Arcata
62.  Shannon West, Resident, Westwood Neighborhood
63.  Mark Wheatley, Former City Council Member, City of Arcata
64.  Pamela Willey, Owner, Salt Fish House (Plaza Business)
65.  Brandie Wilson, Executive Director and Founder, Humboldt Area Center for Harm
Reduction
66.  Mike Wilson, District Supervisor, Humboldt County
67.  Eileen Yoo, Director of News and Information, Marketing and Communications, Humboldt
State University
MEETINGS AND EVENTS HOSTED
1.   Microagressions Work Shop – public special session of Public Safety Task Force meeting
Workshop lead by Randi Darnell (Dean of Students, HSU), Christina Mata (Assoc. Dean of Students, HSU),
and Roger Wang (EOP/SSS Advisor, HSU).
2.  

Cahill Path Planning Sessions – multiple private meetings throughout 2017: February 8;
March 6; April 12; April 26; June 13; and August 15
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In attendance: Anjali Browning (PSTF), Melissa Lazon (PSTF), Dennis Houghton (Parks/Facilities/Natural
Resources, Community Services), Nate McKeever (Owner, McKeever Electric), Garett McSorely (Architect,
HSU Architecture Dept.), Julie Neander (Deputy Dir. of Community Services), Barbara Short (Superintendent,
Arcata School District), and James Smith (Sculpture Artist, Third Eye Studios).

3.   Humboldt State University Footbridge Meeting – private meeting, June 7, 2017
In attendance: Corliss Bennett-McBride (PSTF and Director, HSU Cultural Centers for Academic Excellence),
Anjali Browning (PSTF), Doby Class (Dir. of Public Works), Tracy Fredolage (Assoc. V.P., HSU Facilities
Management), Melissa Lazon (PSTF), Josh Neff (PSTF and Owner, Minor Theater), Donn Peterson (Chief of
Police, UPD).
4.  

Cahill Path “Many Hands” Sculpture Installation and Community BBQ, November 15, 2017
More than 120 attendees including City Council Members, City Manager, City and APD Staff, PSTF Members, and
Westwood neighborhood residents.

5.   Plaza Alcohol Retailers Meeting – private meeting, January 5, 2017.
In attendance: Anjali Browning (PSTF), Tom Chapman (Chief of Police, APD), Pete Ciotti (Owner, The Jam),
Salvatore Costanzo and Michael Angelo Costanzo (Owners, Toby & Jack’s and Sidelines), Karen Diemer (City
Manager), Brooke Epperly (PSTF), Justin Ladd (Owner, Alibi), Melissa Lazon (PSTF), Jeff Nagan (Owner,
Arcata Liquors), Linda Puzz (Owner, Everett’s Club).

MEETINGS ATTENDED / TABLED / DELIVERED PRESENTATIONS
1.   CPP Annual Goal Session, Attended and Participated, January 2017
2.   Exploring Our Prejudices Workshop, Trisectors Training through Humboldt Area
Foundation, HSU, and Arcata Main Street, Attended and Participated, March 29, 2017.
3.   Valley West Business Visioning Workshop, Tabled, May 8, 2017
4.   Rotary Club, Presented, April 26, 2017
5.   The Jam Town Hall Meeting, Presented and Tabled, September 14, 2017
6.   CPP Neighborhood Center Meeting, Presented and Tabled, October 12, 2017
7.   City of Arcata, Plaza Study Session, Tabled, January 8, 2018
SITE VISITS
1.   Plaza (multiple visits – day and night)
2.   F- Street Safeway / CVS lot (multiple visits – day & night)
3.   Cahill Path (multiple visits – day & night)
4.   HSU – G Street Foot bridge (multiple visits – day & night)
5.   Valley West Shopping Center
6.   Valley West Park
7.   Westwood Shopping Center (multiple visits – day & night)
REPORTS PREPARED
1.   City of Arcata, Plaza Study Session: Recommendations and Suggestions for a Safer and
More Welcoming Plaza, January 1, 2018.
2.   City of Arcata, Plaza Study Session: Public Safety Table Discussion Findings, January 11,
2018
3.   City of Arcata: Recommendations to the City Council for 2018 – 2019 Goal Setting Session,
January 29, 2018
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PROJECTS ACCOMPLISHED AND/OR IN-PROGRESS
1.   Clearinghouse for Public Safety Issues – Received public comment at regularly scheduled
meetings as well as letters from community members that previously lacked a clear city
chanel for addressing safety concerns. Recommending an expansion of Task Force webpage
to promote education on issues of safety, outreach and public engagement.
2.   Arcata Homeless Population Assessment – worked with Arcata House Partnership (via TF
member, Darlene Spoor) in compiling a current count of the homeless population (via the
Point-in-Time count) and collected testimonies from members of the homeless population on
what issues of safety they are confronted with.
3.   Assessment and Gap Analysis of Resources and Services in Arcata
4.   Safe Corridors & Public Spaces – established a Safe Corridors subcommittee to identify pilot
sites and primary safety features of proposed safe corridors that would provide safe linkages
between Arcata neighborhoods, schools, university, and public spaces.
5.   Cahill Path – “Many Hands” sculpture installed, awaiting shared use agreement between
Arcata School District and City of Arcata in order to proceed with lighting and path-scaping
stages of project. Site planned to serve as case study for larger safe corridors concept.
6.   Neighborhoods Subcommittee – established a neighborhoods subcommittee to evaluate the
usefulness of approaching public safety by neighborhood, which has already made
preliminary recommendations to the TF and began working with community organizers.
7.   Arcata Neighborhood Clean-up Days – worked with community organizers and City staff to
establish community clean-up days focused on safety and blight removal. Valley West Park
clean-up day is scheduled for April 7, 2018 and another is scheduled for the Shay Park and
Cahill Park areas on June 9, 2018.
8.   Public Safety Quick Reference Brochures and Magnets – Produced Pamphlet and magnet
drafts, approved by PSTF. Awaiting City approval to proceed with Spanish versions and
print production.
9.   Arcata Live WebApp – Web-based mobile live-edit map of Arcata developed for PSTF by
Brian Kang (GIS Coordinator, City of Arcata). Allows authorized users to specify
infrastructural modifications/maintenance needed while in the field, linked to public works
staff via a geocoded map of Arcata.
10.  Crime Mapping – Worked with Brian Kang (GIS Coordinator, City of Arcata) and Eileen
Verbek (Operations Manager, Arcata Police Department) to produce numerous geocoded
crime maps using APD Case, Citation, and Calls for Service Data.
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10.2 LIST OF DOCUMENTS & SOURCES REVIEWED (SELECTED LISTS)
CITY OF ARCATA REPORTS
2016 “The Village – Proposed Student Housing Project. EIR Notice of Preparation.” City of
Arcata. October 12, 2016.
2015 “Budget Task Force Final Report.” General Fund Budget Task Force, City of Arcata.
Presented to City council: June 3, 2015.
2010a “City of Arcata Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan, 2010.” City of Arcata. Adopted by
the Arcata City Council: April 7, 2010.
2010b “Economic Development Strategic Plan, 2010 – 2014: Technical Indices.” City of Arcata.
2010c Valley West Park Development: Application for Statewide Park Development and
Community Revitalization program of 2008.” City of Arcata. Submitted February 2010.
2007 “Homeless Services Plan, 2007 – 2016.” Homeless Task Force, City of Arcata. March 7,
2007.
2006a “Plaza Action Plan.” Community Development Department, City of Arcata. February 22,
2006. (Based on City Council Study Sessions: June 29, 2005; October 3, 2005; and
January 25, 2006.)
2006b “Site Security Survey, Conducted for City of Arcata.” Dan Munoz, Baron Center, Inc.
December 20, 2006.
2006 – 2017 Reviewed last ten years of Arcata City Council Agendas, Minutes, Special Meeting
Agendas, and General Plans.
2006 – 2017 Reviewed selection of Departmental and Committee Agendas, Minutes, and Master
Plans.
2006 – 2007 Reviewed full year of Homeless Task Force Agendas and Minutes.
DATABASES UTILIZED
§   Arcata Police Department: Calls for Service Data
§   Arcata Police Department: Case Data
§   Arcata Police Department: Citation Data
§   California Opioid Overdose Surveillance Dashboard
§   Police Data Initiative (Nation-wide Open Source Police Data)
§   Safe Routes to School: School Data
§   State of California and University of California Berkeley: Transportation Mapping System
(TIMS)
BACKGROUND MATERIALS (NEWS ARTICLES, NATIONAL REPORTS, AND OTHER
RESOURCES)
Eureka Times Standard
2018 “Humboldt County Alcohol and Other Drug-Related Death Rates on the Rise.” Hunter
Cresswell. Eureka Times Standard. Featured News Section: February 2, 2018.
2017a “Eureka City Council Talks Syringe Disposal Program Possibilies.” Hunter Cresswell.
Eureka Times Standard. Featured News Section: December 19, 2017.
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2017b “How Public Health is Addressing Humboldt County’s Drug Problem.” Hunter
Cresswell. Eureka Times Standard. News Section: July 7, 2017.
2017c “Nation, Humboldt County Experiences Increased Pedestrian Injuries, Deaths.” Will
Houston. Eureka Times Standard. News Section: April 15, 2017.
2014 “Adverse Childhood Experiences in Humboldt-Mendocino Highest in State.” Juniper
Rose. Eureka Times Standard. Featured News Section: December 21, 2014.
Humboldt State University
2012 Campus Quality Survey. Humboldt State University.
Online: http://www2.humboldt.edu/irp/Reports/CQS/CQS.html
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACOP)
2017 “Police Officer to Population Ratios. Bureau of Justice Statistics Data.” IACOP.
Accessed online, August 2018: http://www.theiacp.org/Portals/0/pdfs/Officer-to-Population-Ratios.pdf
2016 “An Evidence-Assessment of the Recommendations of the President’s Task Force on
21st Century Policing.” Fairfax, VA: Center for Evidence-Based Crime Policy, George
Mason University. Alexandria, VA: IACOP.
Lost Coast Outpost
2018 “Judge Feeney Declines to Condemn Mentally Ill Arcata Man to Three Years in Prison.”
Rhonda Parker. Lost Coast Outpost. Courts Section: January 17, 2018.
2016a “Humboldt’s Overdose Death Rate is More than Twice the National Average; Here’s
What’s Being Done About It.” Ryan Burns. Lost Coast Outpost January 29, 2016.
2016b “Arcata Man with ‘Mental Health Issues’ Pleads Guilty to Felony Assault; In Exchange,
Prosecutors Drop Over 150 Other Charges.” Rhonda Parker. Lost Coast Outpost. Courts
Section: January 2, 2017.
Mad River Union
2017a “Letter to the Editors, March 22, 2017: Arcata’s Priorities.” Lucy Salazar. Mad River
Union. Opinion Section: March 26, 2017.
2017b “Letter to the Editors, March 15, 2017: Neglected and Resource Starved Valley West
Doesn’t Want to Stay that Way.” Lucy Salazar. Mad River Union. Opinion Section:
March 20, 2017.
2017c “What Does Valley West Want? We’re Finding Out.” Kevin L. Hoover. Mad River
Union. Featured News Section: March 16, 2017.
2016a “Westwood Villagers, City Meets to Address Neighborhood Problems.” Kevin L.
Hoover. Mad River Union. Featured News Section: October 18, 2016.
2016b “Court Ordered Psych Treatment Pondered.” Daniel Mintz. Mad River Union. News
Section: April 19, 2016.
2015a “Community PRIDE Project Hits its Stride, Headed for Non-Profit Status.” Kevin L.
Hoover. Mad River Union. Featured News Section: December 22, 2015.
2015b “Community PRIDE Project Takes it to the Downtown Streets.” Kevin L. Hoover. Mad
River Union. Featured News Section: November 14, 2015.
2015c “Community PRIDE Project Diversifies, Drills into Details.” Kevin L. Hoover. Mad
River Union. Featured News Section: November 5, 2015.
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2015d “Community PRIDE Project Gains City Support, Heads Out to Plaza.” Kevin L. Hoover.
Mad River Union. Featured News Section: October, 16, 2015.
2015e “Community PRIDE Project Forms to Re-Civilize Downtown Arcata.” Kevin L. Hoover.
Mad River Union. Featured News Section: October, 15, 2015.
2014 “Chamber to Address Traveler Impacts on ‘Cracked-Up Jewel’ Arcata.” Kevin L.
Hoover. Mad River Union. Featured News Section: November 7, 2014.
2012a “Plaza Scoping Report Released – February 1, 2012: Arcata Community Plaza
Solutions.” Humboldt Mediation Services. Mad River Union. Community News Section:
February 1, 2012.
2012b “Valley West’s Motel Hell.” Jessica Callahan. Mad River Union. Community News
Section: March 27, 2012.
National League of Cities
2017 “City Official’s Guide to Policing in the 21st Century.” Center for City Solutions,
National League of Cities. September 9, 2017. Online:
http://www.nlc.org/resource/policing-in-the-21st-century
North Coast Journal
2005 “A Hand-Out or a Heave-Ho?: Arcata Confronts Homelessness – Again.” Hank Sims.
North Coast Journal. January 13, 2005.
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS),
2015 “Final Report of President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing.” Washington, DC:
DOJ COPS. May 2015.
2014a “Community Policing Defined.” Washington, DC: DOJ COPS.
2014b “The Collaboration Toolkit for Community Organizations: Effective Strategies to Partner
with Law Enforcement.” Michael McCampbell. Washington, DC: DOJ COPS.
2012a “Chronic Public Inebriation.” Matthew Pate. Problem Oriented Guides for Police:
Problem-Specific Guide Series, No. 68. Washington, DC: DOJ COPS.
2012b “Law Enforcement and Public Health: Sharing Resources and Strategies to Make
Communities Safer.” Robert V. Wolf. Washington, DC: Center for Court Innovation,
DOJ COPS. February 2012.
2009 “Dealing with Crime and Disorder in Urban Parks.” Jim Hilborn. Problem Oriented
Guides for Police: Response Guide Series, No. 9. Washington, DC: Center for Court
Innovation, DOJ COPS.
2008 “Improving Street Lighting to Reduce Crime in Residential Areas.” Ronald V. Clark.
Problem Oriented Guides for Police: Response Guide Series, No. 8. Washington, DC:
Center for Court Innovation, DOJ COPS.
2007a “Pedestrian Injuries and Fatalities.” Justin A. Heinonen and John E. Eck. Problem
Oriented Guides for Police: Problem-Specific Guide Series, No. 51. Washington, DC:
DOJ COPS.
2007b “Using Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design in Problem-Solving.” Diane
Zahm. Problem Oriented Guides for Police: Problem-Solving Tool Series, No. 8.
Washington, DC: DOJ COPS.
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2006a “Assaults in and Around Bars, 2nd Edition.” Michael S. Scott and Kelly Dedel. Problem
Oriented Guides for Police: Problem-Specific Guide Series, No. 1. Washington, DC:
DOJ COPS.
2006b “Drunk Driving.” Michael S. Scott, et.al. Problem Oriented Guides for Police: ProblemSpecific Guide Series, No. 36. Washington, DC: DOJ COPS.
2006c “Partnering with Businesses to Address Public Safety Problems.” Sharon Chamard.
Problem Oriented Guides for Police: Problem-Solving Tool Series, No. 5. Washington,
DC: DOJ COPS.
2005a “Closing Streets and Alleys to Reduce Crime: Should you Go Down this Road?” Ronald
V. Clarke. Problem Oriented Guides for Police: Response Guide Series, No.2.
Washington, DC: Center for Court Innovation, DOJ COPS.
2005b “Disorder at Budget Motels.” Karin Schmerler. Problem Oriented Guides for Police:
Problem-Specific Guide Series, No. 30. Washington, DC: DOJ COPS.
2005c “Shifting and Sharing Responsibility for Public Safety Problems.” Michael S. Scott and
Herman Goldstein. Problem Oriented Guides for Police: Response Guide Series, No. 3.
Washington, DC: Center for Court Innovation, DOJ COPS.
U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation
2012 “Uniform Crime Report. Crime in the United States, 2011.” Washington, DC: FBI.
Released September 212.
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), Office of Justice Programs
2013 “Local Police Departments, 2013: Personnel, Policies, and Practices.” Washington, DC:
Bureau of Justice Statistics, Office of Justice Programs, US DOJ. Monograph NCJ
248677: May 2015.
1994 “Understanding Community Policing: A Framework for Action.” Washington, DC:
Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, US DOJ. Monograph NCJ
148457: August 1994.
Ventura County Behavioral Health, Alcohol and Drugs Programs Prevention Services
2014 “Best Practices in Municipal Regulation to Reduce Alcohol-Related Harms from
Licensed Alcohol Outlets.” Ventura, CA: Ventura County Behavioral Health. January
2014.
2008 “Best Practices in Responsible Alcoholic Beverage Sales and Service Training with
Model Ordinance, Commentary and Resources.” Ventura, CA: Ventura County
Behavioral Health. April 2008.
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10.3 PUBLIC SAFETY TASK FORCE SCOPE OF WORK
City of Arcata
Public Safety Task Force
Introduction
The Arcata City Council has created the Public Safety Task Force to provide a platform for the
community to come together to better understand current public safety concerns and recommend
actions the City and our partners can take to improve the quality of life in Arcata.
Objective
The Task Force is designed to foster private-public partnerships between the City and local
businesses, community-based organizations, schools, Humboldt State University and Arcata
residents in order to promote a vibrant, safe and healthy environment in which to live, work,
study and play.
The Public Safety Task Force serves in an advisory capacity to the City Council and City staff on
matters pertaining to public safety. Further, the Task Force is charged with preparing
recommendations that could be considered and utilized by the City to increase public safety and
partnerships within the community to develop stronger neighborhoods, schools and business
districts.
Scope of Work
•   Evaluate, encourage and facilitate resident and business driven efforts to reduce crime
and promote safe neighborhoods.
•   Collaborate with key stakeholders (locally and regionally) and residents to identify
priority projects and programs to increase public safety and reduce crime.
•   Develop community outreach strategies to engage community members in dialogue on
safety, educate the community on how to be proactive on issues of safety and develop
volunteer support on safety projects.
•   Provide a forum to share comments, issues or concerns regarding public safety issues,
including but not limited to crime prevention, community outreach and education and
training.
•   Identify potential funding sources to support priority projects and programs.
•   Evaluate the long-term structural support that would best provide long-lasting,
comprehensive and dynamic engagement on issues of public safety, (i.e. City Committee,
community –based collaborative, etc).
Membership
The Arcata Public Safety Task Force will be comprised of no less than 7 and no more than 11
members, representing a broad cross-section of the community to include:
•   Community members living in various parts of the City
•   Business Representatives (owners and/or employees)
•   Representatives from Humboldt State University staff and student body
•   Representatives from Arcata schools
•   Representatives from community-based organizations
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All members must live, work or go to school in the City of Arcata. The Chief of Police shall
serve as staff liaison to the Public Safety Task Force.
Meeting Schedule
Once members of the Task Force have been appointed, the Task Force will meet on regular
intervals which will be formulated by the staff liaison and Task Force Chair. The Task Force
will sunset on [fill in date] unless extended by the City Council.
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10.4 DOWNTOWN (PLAZA AND F-STREET) RECOMMENDATIONS
CITY OF ARCATA

PUBLIC SAFETY TASK FORCE

ARCATA PLAZA:
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Submitted to City Council in support of PSTF Final Report on March 7, 2018

INTRODUCTION
In response to the City’s request to submit ideas, notes, and top priorities for the
January 8th Plaza Study Session, we present here a distillation of our recommendations
for the Plaza based on our own analysis of city and police data as well as community
input that we have received through interviews, conversations, and meetings. We
specifically focus on ideas and suggestions that support the City’s goal to reimagine the
Plaza as a safer and more welcoming public space for everyone.

BACKGROUND
As the City Council has already recognized, APD is in need of additional officers and
many community members have expressed their desire for greater police presence on
the Plaza. We argue that in addition to hiring more officers, we can begin to reduce
demand on police resources and improve quality of life on the Plaza by focusing on high
frequency call locations and offenses in addition to implementing crime reduction
measures.
The Plaza and its immediately surrounding area generates approximately 40% of all
calls for police service and alcohol related disturbances account for approximately half
of those calls. Alcohol-related disturbances are also more likely to be violent in nature.
For this reason, we strongly recommend efforts to reduce over-consumption of alcoholic
beverages in and around the Plaza.
In the last three years, Arcata has also seen a significant increase in felony warrant
arrests. In a 2006 report by the Baron Center, it was estimated that a relatively small
number of offenders–under 200–commit the large majority of public disturbances. Of
those, it was estimated that approximately half are on parole. Consequently, we believe
measures that address or deter repeat offenders could be effective in altering the
population on the Plaza. However, we would like to note that many officers have told us
ticketing and arresting does not deter chronic offenders, who have little to no fear of the
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penal system, especially given the general lack of penal consequences for lower order
offenses.
Thus, all of these measures, while likely to be temporarily effective, will also need to
be supported by long-term investment in social services and community policing
strategies if we are to see true reform on the Plaza. With state-level changes to the
judicial system that erode police enforcement capabilities, a county-wide substance
abuse epidemic, a dramatic rise in drug- and alcohol-related crime, and a significant
percentage of the population crippled by high rates of poverty, unemployment, and lack
of affordable housing, problems on the Plaza and throughout Arcata will only worsen if
ignored and cannot be addressed through police responses alone. Alternatively, we
contend investments made in social services and crime prevention measures will pay
for themselves by reducing demands on health care and policing services, improving
overall quality of life, and possibly encouraging (or at least not deterring) economic
growth.
REGULATIONS, POLICIES & LAW ENFORCEMENT
§   Consider Measures to reduce repeat offenses, such as implementing a Persistent
Violator Ordinance or training local businesses and residents on filing coordinated
restraining orders
§   Consider implementing regular high-profile parole & warrant sweeps / raids.
§   Consider implementing measures to reduce chronic public intoxication, such as
establishing an Alcohol Impact Area, No-Serve Lists, possibly restricting alcohol
service hours, implementing business curfews, and enforcing ABC practices for the
responsible sales of alcohol.
§   Consider implementing measures to reduce DUI’s, such as staggering bar closing
hours, increasing police presence and random checkpoints at peak hours,
increasing hours of public transportation, improving taxi services, and launching
designated driver campaigns
§   Improve enforcement of existing laws and ordinances
§   Continue to support increased police staffing
§   Consider expansion of homeless court that could resolve minor offenses in Arcata,
and place an emphasis on channeling non-serious offenders into appropriate social
and mental health services.
§   Support diversion and reentry efforts that reduce engagement with law enforcement
§   Consider educating public on service animal policies and posting signage about the
consequences ($1,000 fine) for falsely claiming service animal status.
§   Consider installation of voluntary “spare change for real change” kiosks (in lieu of
parking meters, Plaza patrons can voluntarily “pay for parking” at kiosks to pay for
Plaza security improvements.)
CRIME PREVENTION INFRASTRUCTURE
§   Evaluate night lighting on Plaza
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§   Consider adding surveillance camera locations
§   Consider training and incentivizing businesses to add surveillance and other crime
prevention measures at their locations
§   Consider community walk-throughs to evaluate alley way accesses and lighting
§   Add locker storage compartments at bus terminal or elsewhere for travelers to store
their belongings instead of cluttering the Plaza.
SOCIAL AND HUMAN SERVICES
§   Community Pride and Peace is currently working on a Code of Conduct and creating
a Plaza Business watch group. Consider supporting these efforts.
§   Consider creating and hosting a website to act as a clearinghouse for events and
social services offered by local community groups to encourage greater participation
§   Support Arcata House Partnership in its efforts to increase the number of beds for
transitional housing clients.
§   Support and augment the work of Arcata’s crisis intervention team.
§   Consider offering training for businesses and community members in communication
techniques for interacting with difficult people and the mentally ill, as well as basic
self-defense and personal safety.
EQUITY AND INCLUSION
§   Consider removal of McKinley statue. (If replaced by gazebo-like structure, as some
have suggested, consider adequate lighting along with a raised platform and locking
barrier to deter unwanted use of the structure.)
§   Support efforts to train business owners and community members in the principals of
equity and inclusion
ACTIVITY AND EVENT PLANNING (COMMUNITY BUILDING)
§   Expand family-friendly activities on the Plaza, such as lawn games – consider
adding a kiosk that lends or rents lawn game equipment, bicycles, etc. (The kiosk
could also be a place to encourage respect for Arcata Code of Conduct, direct
individuals to services and to storage facilities for belongings, etc.)
§   Expand night time activities and services on the Plaza
§   Expand public transportation hours to encourage increased night time use of the
Plaza
§   Participate in events such as National Night Out
§   Consider proposals for Living Plaza to change Plaza uses and users, including
reducing through traffic, temporary street closures, and expanding informal food
services, such as food trucks and small vendors.
§   Support, expand upon, and promote community clean-up days currently hosted by
CPP, perhaps add events to clean-up days such as picnic in the Plaza or BBQ on
the Plaza.
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10.5 VALLEY WEST RECOMMENDATIONS
CITY OF ARCATA

PUBLIC SAFETY TASK FORCE

VALLEY WEST:
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Submitted to City Council in support of PSTF Final Report on March 7, 2018

INTRODUCTION
The Public Safety Task Force (PSTF) has identified the Valley West neighborhood as one of
the top three geographic safety priorities for all of Arcata. Based on analyses of city and police
data, City reports, newspaper articles, and community input that we have received through
interviews, conversations, and meetings, we find that of all Arcata’s neighborhoods, Valley West
presents the highest physical danger to residents, City employees, and visitors. Furthermore, as
the City’s most affordable neighborhood, Valley West houses a disproportionately high number
of students, minorities, and low-income families, all of whom are more likely to depend upon
alternative modes of transportation and thereby experience higher exposure to the dangers
associated with street behavior. For this reason, we present here a detailed set of
recommendations for the Valley West area. We specifically focus on suggestions that increase
opportunities to strengthen the Valley West neighborhood community and make Valley West a
safer and more welcoming environment for businesses, City staff, residents, and visitors. We
strongly urge City Council to make Valley West a high priority for immediate implementation of
safety and community development measures.
BACKGROUND
Valley West has long been an area of concern for the City of Arcata. According to the
authors of the City’s 2010 Valley West Park Development grant proposal,23 the Valley West
neighborhood had been identified through numerous planning efforts and the Draft Parks Master
Plan as “the most deficient area for recreational park space/opportunities in the City of Arcata.”
As a result, the City has actively developed Valley West’s greenspace over the last 7-10 years.
While these efforts have effectively increased park spaces, over the same time period, Valley
West has also experienced an alarming increase in homeless populations, substance dependence,
and criminal activity that deter resident and visitor use of those public spaces and threaten
overall neighborhood viability.
In March of 2017, at the request of residents, the City’s Parks and Recreation Department cosponsored a Valley West Visioning Session to discuss neighborhood needs and the growing
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See City of Arcata Reports (2010c) in Appendix 10.2 of the PSTF Report to Council.
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safety concerns of business owners and residents.24 Attendees identified a host of issues,
including geographic isolation, lack of a community gathering space, limited City programs and
services, criminal activity, open drug use, blight, and poverty-related problems such as homeless
encampments, insanitary conditions, car camping, and trespassing. Business owners complained
of frequent break-ins, shop-lifting, and declining commerce due to an inhospitable environment
for their patrons. Many residents said they refuse to shop in Valley West due to fear for their
safety. According to Arcata House Partnership, even many homeless individuals will not camp in
this area for fear of their personal safety.
Over the course of numerous PSTF member walk-throughs, members easily observed
encampments adjoining daycare and park facilities, open use of injected substances, used needles
disposed on sidewalks, in parks, and in front of businesses, pan-handling, prostitution, car
camping, abandoned vehicles, bicycle chop shops operated under freeway overpasses, human
waste and trash. APD crime data shows a similar picture. Over the last three years, Valley West
has experienced a sharp increase in violent offenses and felony warrant arrests, arrests for public
intoxication, and Calls for Service in the Ray’s shopping center and at hotels.
As the City Council has already recognized, APD is in need of additional officers and many
community members have expressed their desire for greater police presence in the Valley West
area. We find that in addition to hiring more officers, the City can begin to reduce demand on
police resources and improve quality of life in Valley West by focusing on high frequency call
locations and offenses in addition to implementing crime reduction measures.
In the 2006 Site Security Survey conducted by the Baron Center,25 it was estimated that a
relatively small number of offenders–under 200–commit the large majority of public
disturbances. Of those, it was estimated that approximately half are on parole. Consequently, we
believe measures that address or deter repeat offenders could be effective in altering populations
and behaviors in Valley West. However, we would like to note that many officers have told us
ticketing and arresting does not deter chronic offenders, who have little to no fear of the penal
system, especially given the general lack of penal consequences for lower-order offenses.
Thus, all of these measures, while likely to be temporarily effective, will also need to be
supported by long-term investment in social services and community policing strategies if we are
to see true reform in Valley West. While requiring greater investment of time and resources, we
strongly believe that investments made in social services, community strengthening projects, and
crime prevention measures will pay for themselves by reducing demands on health care and
policing services, improving overall quality of life, and possibly encouraging (or at least not
deterring) economic growth.
REGULATIONS, POLICIES & LAW ENFORCEMENT
§   Increase Police Forces – continue to support increased police staffing, consider assigning a
dedicated officer to Valley West, and consider creating a crime prevention
officer/specialist/analyst position to evaluate crime trends and potential solutions.
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Results of this meeting were published in the Mad River Union. See Mad River Union (2017b and 2017c) in Appendix 10.2 of PSTF Report to
Council.
25
See City of Arcata Reports (2006b) in Appendix 10.2 of the PSTF Report to Council.
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§   Improve Enforcement – work with APD to assess how enforcement of existing laws and
ordinances can be improved.
§   Measures to Reduce Repeat Offenses – consider measures to reduce repeat offenses, such
as creating a Persistent Violator Ordinance. If deemed in contradiction to California law,
consider educating businesses and residents on how to file restraining orders against repeat
offenders in a coordinated manner so as to limit their access to highly utilized public spaces.
§   Measures to Reduce Chronic Public Intoxication – consider measures to reduce public
intoxication (drugs and alcohol) like those recommended for the Plaza, such as restricted
alcoholic beverage sales, City-maintained No-Serve Lists, and educating businesses and
residents on how to file restraining orders against repeat offenders in a coordinated manner
so as to limit their access to highly utilized public spaces.
§   Reduce Repeat Offenses – consider expansion of homeless court that could more effectively
resolve minor offenses in Arcata, and place an emphasis on channeling non-serious offenders
into appropriate social and mental health services.
§   Support Crime Diversion Programs – continue to support and expand upon diversion and
reentry efforts that reduce engagement with law enforcement and redirect problem behavior.
§   Deter Repeat Offenders – work with APD to assess the usefulness and feasibility of
implementing regular high-profile parole & warrant sweeps / raids.
§   Parking Permitting and Enforcement – consider implementing 2-4-hour public parking
zones with an established minimum range (vehicles must be moved a specified distance from
original space); overnight or 72-hour parking by permit only for residents, businesses, and
hotels with exception for long-haul trucks (as defined by possessing a commercial vehicle
classification, Class-C License, vehicle size or number of wheels, or by permit).
§   Evaluate Budget Hotel Policies – work with hotel owners, the proposed Public Safety
Committee, and Arcata House Partnership to evaluate hotel security, hotel voucher policies,
and hotel prices to determine what can be done to reduce problems associated with budget
hotels (utilizing facilities for parties, drug deals, prostitution, and the like).
§   Freeway Overpass Encampments and Chop Shops – work with APD and County to
address encampments and bicycle chop shops being operated under the Giuntoli - 101
Freeway overpasses. Implementing bicycle theft deterrent programs – such as promoting
bicycle registration and bicycle chip programs – may help reduce this problem as well.
CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
(INFRASTRUCTURE)
§   Lighting – evaluate lighting throughout the Valley West area.
§   Blight Control – increase trash disposal locations and services, support and promote
volunteer clean-up days, identify and contact owners of blighted properties.
§   Hazardous Waste Disposal – work with APD, Arcata House Partnership, and Harm
Reduction to identify and vet locations for sharps disposal kiosks.
§   Reduce Trespassing – evaluate APD trespassing Calls for Service and conduct site visits to
determine most commonly utilized unofficial trails. Evaluate the feasibility of developing
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alternative routes and implementing trespassing deterrents such as gates, lighting, and
signage. Educate property owners on trespassing deterrent measures.
§   Reduce Geographic Isolation and Increase Connectivity – evaluate the feasibility of
increasing safe connectivity between Valley West and greater Arcata. Explore expansion of
Bike/Pedestrian trail system via West End Road and/or a highway overpass into Pacific
Union area. Evaluate bus service hours and stops to identify how service could be enhanced
to improve safety and ridership.
§   Safe Pathways and Public Spaces – work with proposed Public Safety Task Force, APD,
and Environmental Services to determine how existing pathways and public spaces can be
made safe (lighting, site-line clearance, camera surveillance, signage, etc.).
§   Manage Encampments – work with Arcata House Partnership and County to
collaboratively manage known encampments and identify potential transitional housing sites.
COMMUNITY CRIME PREVENTION (TRAINING)
§   Business Crime Prevention Training – work with proposed Public Safety Committee and
APD to evaluate possible crime prevention strategies for Valley West Businesses. Train and
incentivize businesses to implement crime prevention measures at their locations such as
added surveillance, increased lighting, collective restraining orders, how to report criminal
behavior, and other crime prevention strategies.
§   Resident Crime Prevention Training – work with proposed Public Safety Committee and
APD to evaluate possible crime prevention strategies for Valley West residents. Train
residents in how to implement crime prevention measures such as forming community watch
groups, increasing lighting, gating and locking access-ways, organizing walking groups
and/or buses, making use of the Ring to reduce break-ins, collective restraining orders, how
to report criminal behavior, and other crime prevention strategies.
§   Personal Safety Training – consider offering training for businesses and community
members in communication techniques for interacting with difficult people and the mentally
ill, as well as basic self-defense and personal safety.

§  

§  

§  
§  

SOCIAL/HUMAN SERVICES
Service Resistant Populations Strategy – develop a strategy of consistent engagement with
service resistance populations in collaboration with MIST, CIT, and non-profit service
agencies.
Continuum of Care Strategy – work with Arcata House, CIT, DHHS, and other service
organizations to develop a continuum of care for the most needy (for example, increased
support for transitional housing, crisis intervention, mental health services, and substance
dependence treatment).
Increase CIT Support – support and augment the work of Arcata’s Crisis Intervention
Team.
Increase Transitional Housing Beds – support Arcata House Partnership in its efforts to
increase the number of beds for transitional housing clients
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§   Family Resource Center – work with McKinleyville Family Resource Center to expand
services to the Valley West area and asses the feasibility of establishing a Family Resource
Center to serve the Valley West area.
§   Redirect Car Campers – consider working with the City’s newly established Homeless
Services Work Group, Arcata House Partnership, local churches, and service organizations to
develop a strategy for helping families living in their cars, such as providing a restricted
number of overnight parking passes in designated areas to family car campers, establishing
an AHP-staffed car-camping site for families, and engaging homeless families in transitional
housing services.
§   Volunteer Outreach Strategy – consider creating and hosting a website to act as a
clearinghouse for events and social services offered by local community groups to encourage
greater participation.

§  
§  

§  
§  
§  

§  

§  

§  

COMMUNITY-BUILDING ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS
Parks and Recreation Programming – expand Parks and Recreation youth programming to
Valley West.
Family-Friendly Events – expand family-friendly activities in the Valley West area such as
Movies and/or BBQs in the Park, a Farmer’s Market (possibly Hispanic-focused) in the
Ray’s parking lot, sports events, and the like.
Shared-Use Agreements – develop shared-use agreements between schools, hotels, and
residential areas to serve as community meeting spaces.
Community Center – consider a long-term strategy for establishing a Valley West
Community Center.
Business District – work with businesses and Chamber of Commerce to consider the
feasibility and utility of establishing a Valley West Business District or other form of
business organization to promote increased community/economic engagement in the Valley
West area.
Make Valley West a Destination – work with businesses and Chamber of Commerce to
consider how Valley West can be developed and promoted as a destination rather than a
quick stop.
Expand Bus Services – consider expanding public transportation hours to and from Valley
West as necessary to encourage attendance at proposed community events as well as
recreational use of Carlson Park.
Community Clean-Up Days – support, expand upon, and promote community clean-up
days with events such as picnics or BBQ in Valley West and Carlson Park.
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10.6 APD SUMMARY OF CASES TABLE, 2015 - 2017
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10.7 CRIME MAPPING

Map 1: All Cases (Arrests) in Arcata, April 2012 - April 2017
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Map 2: Alcohol-Related Cases in Downtown Arcata, 2015 – 2017
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Map 3: Arcata Police Department Beat Map
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Map 4: Arcata Neighborhoods Map
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10.9 QUICK REFERENCE PUBLIC SAFETY GUIDES
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10.10 QUICK REFERENCE PUBLIC SAFETY MAGNETS
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